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FOR A PERFECTLY FRENCH EXPERIENCE - AND A TROPICAL CLIMATE TOO 



BY SIDONIE SAWYER, ssawyer@herald.co 
Dateline: GUADELOUPE, French Antilles 

Ankle deep in yellow mud, we trek to the Cabret waterfalls, in Guadeloupe's island of Basse-Terre. It is an exhausting but exhilarating climb toward the 4,888-foot, active volcano of La Soufriere, still smoking since its last eruption. At almost 5,000-feet high, La Soufriere is the highest peak in the West Indies.

I had decided to take my 11-year-old daughter, Zazie, to this small part of France that is so different from the motherland, yet so much alike in some ways. Not only do they speak French, but bread stores sell warm baguettes, the pharmacies carry French toiletries, the supermarkets sell everything French, from cookies to sodas, from pencils to frozen foods. Shopping here is like shopping in Paris.

We stayed for a week in Sainte-Anne, on the island of Basse-Terre, one of the seven islands that form Guadeloupe. Though the all-inclusive resort offers all kinds of meals and activities, we opted to rent a car to visit the islands' sites at our own leisure.

Our first trip is to La Soufriere, in an attempt to climb to the volcano's crater. The humidity here is intense and we are drenched as we slowly progress the narrow winding path to the amazing icy falls in the tropical forest.

We hear birds without seeing them, hidden in the tops of the mahogany trees and, thankfully, there are no mosquitoes. We spot two gray partridges sliding in the yellow mud, just as we do. At the curtain of water that forms the Cabret falls, we sit, our feet dangling, on dark boulders, sleek as huge black eggs, deafened by the rushing sound and soaked with freezing mist.

PARK PLACE

Straddling the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic and southwest of Puerto Rico, Guadeloupe was first inhabited by the Arawaks, then conquered by Spain and has been part of France since the 1700s. In late 2003, St. Bart and St. Martin separated from Guadeloupe, but retained their affiliation to France.

We mostly stayed on the two sides of the main island, Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre, shaped like a butterfly, where besides the volcano and the waterfalls, you can visit the Botanical Garden and the zoo, all part of Parc National. The park covers most of the island and is divided in two by one major road named La Traversée, going in an east-west direction through the jungle.

On Basse-Terre island, we visit Goyave, a black-sand beach with a crazy surf. People here say it is the first place Christopher Columbus touched ground on his first voyage, but nothing marks the spot, although it is mentioned on some tourist maps.

The Botanical Garden is a vast jungle-like park overlooking the Caribbean. It used to be the private property of Coluche, the famous French comedian. When he died, his wife Véronique opened it to the public. A restaurant, offering majestic views of the deep blue waters beyond, is a must-see stop.

EXTRA SPICE

Another amazing place is the wonderful spice market of the capital, Pointe-a-Pitre, filled with colorful fruits and roots of all sorts. Frail little boats dock by the market to sell their fish of the day under Martini beach umbrellas. You can buy spices kept in jute sacks, in all colors and fragrances.

Locally woven madras-like fabric is used everywhere: tablecloths, bags, dresses and sold by the meter. Women and little girls wear skirts and blouses homemade with the cheap and strong cotton that originally came from the Indian city of Madras.

Guadeloupe has cultivated coffee since 1721 and several museums offer descriptions of the rich history of the beans. Locals drink it strong, black and very sweet, not unlike Cuban coffee.

The streets of the city are narrow and the driving and parking situation is chaotic. After finding a spot, we walked for awhile trying to figure out how to pay for parking, since the meters take no coins. Finally, we found a machine that spits out a ticket to display on the dashboard. Another perfectly French experience.

Despite the obvious poverty, the city is joyous and alive. Administrative buildings are nice and clean, but the rest is rundown, with lots of graffiti. Some badly maintained projects sit at the heart of the town and cows are everywhere, endlessly chewing in every front yard, roadside, even in the median of the highways. Goats keep them company and dozens of skinny cats fend their way through the narrow streets.

One of the most beautiful sceneries is at the eastern-most part of Grande-Terre, in a place called La Pointe des Chateaux. Here, the ``castles'' are the monumental rock cathedral formations by the rough sea, where the wind batters constantly and the surf is rough, jolting out toward Africa and surrounded by deserted beaches of white sand and clear waters.

At one beach, fishermen put up tables and benches right there in the water, then serve sodas and fish fried in banana leaves.

The beach at Sainte Anne is popular with young men offering themselves to female tourists. I was really surprised by their aggressive offers. The nearby village also has a lively sidewalk market and a Village des Artistes, where locals sell their wares, produce and baskets made to your specifications while you wait.

During our stay, my daughter met French kids, ate French food, spoke French with her little English accent, a total immersion in all things French. She had a blast.

We never made it to the crater of La Soufriere, our heads and hearts pounding from the high altitude and intense humidity on the way up. But our week here has been memorable.

And, no jet lag!


Getting there: From South Florida, American Airlines flies there via San Juan, Air France via St. Martin or Haiti, Air Jamaica via Barbados.
THINGS TO DO

* Canopée, Malendure Beach, Bouillante, Basse-Terre, (011-590-590) 269-559, www.canopeeguadeloupe.com. A natural water park with falls and pools; activities include canyoning, diving, rock-climbing.

* Parc National de la Guadeloupe, Basse-Terre, (011-590-590) 808-600. You can visit here, Volcano La Soufriere and various falls, (www.guadeloupe-parcnational.com); Parc Zoologique (www.zooguadeloupe.com); Jardin Botanique Deshaie, (www.jardin-botanique.com).

* Musée du Café, Le Bouchu, Vieux-Habitants, Basse-Terre (011-590-590) 985-496; www.cafechaulet.com.
ACCOMMODATIONS

(Note: Guadeloupe is on EST.)

* Le Jardin Tropical, Bouillante, Basse-Terre, (011-590-590) 987-723; www.rocher-de-malendure.gp. Bungalows on a hill with porches overlooking a cove. Doubles, from $90 per night.

* Domaine de Petite Anse, Bouillante, Basse-Terre, (011-590-590) 987-878; www.hoteldepetiteanse.com; doubles from $110.

* Club Med La Caravelle, Ste. Anne Beach, Grande-Terre, part of the French chain, has an all-inclusive program with airfare from South Florida from $1,184 per adult, per week; 888-WEB-CLUB, www.clubmed.com.

* Eden Palm, Le Heleux, Grande-Terre, (011-590-590) 884-848; www.edenpalm.com. Surrounded by a tropical garden that includes a sugarcane mill and cabins inspired by island architecture. From $135.

RESTAURANTS

Most hotels have restaurants, often outdoors with sweeping ocean views.

* Paillote de la Perle, Chez Ninotte, Deshaies Beach, Basse-Terre, (011-590-590) 284-587. Grilled fish and creole specialties. Menus, $8.50-16.

* Chez Clara, Sainte-Rose, Basse-Terre, (011-33-590-590) 287-299. Tasty fresh creole cuisine including cod papillote, stuffed crab. Menus, $15-$24.

VISA: Guadeloupe is French territory and requires a passport for entry.
INFORMATION:

* Other sources: www.guadeloupe-fr.com; www.la-guadeloupe.com; www.guadeloupe-panorama.com; www.ile-guadeloupe.com. 
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